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Role of miRNA for agricultural crop improvement 

 
Ritu Khasa and Sushil Kumar 

 
Abstract 
The conventional and modern crop improvement methods faces a prime problem is to balance the 

desirable character with one or more other beneficial characteristics in a new crop. This issue can be 

overwhelmed by utilizing regulatory genes, especially genes which provide more efficient and precise 

regulation in a target manner. MicroRNAs (miRNAs) is a type of short non-coding RNA which play a 

crucial role in gene expression at the post-transcriptional level and inhibition of translation by targeting 

mRNAs in eukaryotes. We herein are highlighting the biological role of miRNAs in agriculture important 

traits. 
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Introduction 
Addressing the challenges of food nutrition and security, and finding the ways out to tackle it 
is one of the important research areas which are being dealt by agriculture scientists around the 
globe. The world population is increasing geometrically but the land resources are constant. 
According to Varshney et al., (2011) the world’s population will reach up to 9 billion by next 
30 years. Besides this abiotic stresses (climate change, drought, soil toxicity) and biotic 
stresses (microbial pathogens, herbivores, insects, etc.) also contribute to loss incrop 
productivity. This clearly indicates that the crop yield and food production should be geared up 
to meet the food demand of this population (Takeda et al., 2008, Fedoroff et al., 2010) [40, 17]. 
With the recent advancement in the field of plant biotechnology and molecular biology various 
crop improvement techniques have been developed viz., genetic engineering, molecular 
breeding, RNA interference (RNAi), Host Induced Gene Silencing (HIGS), Zinc Finger 
Nuclease (ZFN), and CRISPR-associated protein-9 nuclease (Cas9) (Tang and Chu, 2017) [41]. 
Among these, the first two are not as recent as the rest of the aforementioned techniques which 
involve the development of gene-regulated plants (Nogoy et al., 2018) [34]. These techniques 
have been developed to overcome the problems associated with the conventional approaches 
but they simultaneously compromise the expression of one or more other desirable traits in the 
host plant (Tang and Chu, 2017) [41]. 
There is always a quest among the researchers to develop natural, environmental friendly and 
sustainable methods for the enhancement of crop yield. In line with this, microRNAs 
(miRNAs) are one of the promising options in hands of the scientific community because these 
exist naturally, are non-coding, modulate the expression of genes, regulate plant metabolic 
processes at the post-transcriptional level, target messenger RNAs for cleavage and direct 
translational inhibition in eukaryotes (Sanan-Mishra et al., 2009; Bej and Basak, 2014; Djami-
Tchatchou and Dubery, 2015) [37, 1, 14]. Recently, miRNAs have been explored by scientists to 
study their biogenesis, functional attributes, potential application in crop quality and yield 
improvement. Typically, miRNAareapproximately20-24nucleotidesin length and they bind to 
partially complementary sequences in target messenger RNAs (mRNAs) thereby regulating the 
gene expression at post-transcriptional level (Tang and Chu, 2017; Voinnet, 2009; Chen, 2009) 
[41, 44, 8]. This review aims at discussing the previous researches and reviews related to miRNAs 
of plant origin, their role in expression of regulatory genes involved in plant development and 
stress responses, conservation and diversification of miRNAs among crops and their 
exploitation for the development of strategies for crop improvement. 
 
Biogenesis of miRNA 
Majority of the characterized miRNA genes is intergenic or oriented antisense to neighboring 
genes, therefore suspected to be transcribed as independent units. As much as 40% of miRNA 
genes may present in the introns of protein and non-protein coding genes or even in exons of 
long non-protein-coding transcripts. These are generally found in a sense orientation therefore, 
often are regulated together with their host genes.
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Exploitation of miRNA natural variation and their targets 

in agricultural crop 

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are 22 nucleotides, non-coding RNAs 

which enact vital role in regulation og gene expression for 

various important traits. During evolution, conserved 

miRNAs are under a strong filtering selection. Any change in 

the sequence of stem region or in mature miRNA sequence 

led to change their targeting specificity and may also build 

new miRNA-target intractions. Single nucleotide 

polymorphism (SNP) on mature miRNA may create 

interference between miRNA and target gene (Ferrao et al., 

2015) [19]. For example in Brassica juncea, miRSNP (C/T) was 

found at 5th position of mature miR2926 led deteriorated and 

unstable hairpin structure. There is complete loss of target 

function due to C/T transition of miR2926 (Singh et al., 2017) 

[38]. In plants, primary miRNA (pri-miRNAs) are transcribed 

from miRNA gene and processing of pri-miRNA, form pre-

miRNAs. Pre-miRNAs are further processed by different 

enzymes to form mature RNAs.  

 

Conservation and diversification of miRNAs among crops 

Conserved miRNAs families  

Functionally validated 36 miRNA families are evolutionarily 

conserved among different plant species. Eight miRNA 

families (MIR156, MIR159/319, MIR160, MIR166, MIR171, 

MIR408, MIR390/391 and MIR395) have been revealed in 

common ancestor of all embryophytes. The MIR396 family is 

present in common ancestor of tracheophytes. MIR397 and 

MIR398 families are present in the common ancestors of all 

spermatophytes. Ten miRNA families (MIR162, MIR164, 

MIR167, MIR168, MIR169, MIR172, MIR393, MIR394, 

MIR399 and MIR827) are present in all angiosperms. 

MIR529 and MIR536 were present in common ancestors of 

embryophytes but lost in common ancestor of eudicots and 

tracheophytes respectively (Cuperus et al., 2011) [10]. Along 

with conserved miRNAs their targets are also conserved and 

play a crucial role in plant growth and development. This 

conserved property of these miRNA-target modules makes 

them more suitable to utilize in trait improvement. Recent 

studies revealed that in rice, miR164 –targeted NAC genes 

(OMTN1-OMTN6) are negative regulators of drought 

tolerance at the reproductive stage (Feng et al., 2014) [18]. In 

maize, ZmNAC1 played vital role in lateral root development. 

Accumulation of ZmNAC1 gene transcript in roots of inbred 

line Zong3 was 1.8 fold higher expressions than 87-1 line. 

And Zm miR164 showed higher expression in 87-1 inbred 

line than Zong3. miR164 down regulates the ZmNAC1 

expression at post-transcriptional level (Li et al., 2012) [26]. In 

wheat miR164 negatively regulates TaNAC21/22 (a novel 

candidate NAC gene of wheat) which provide resistance to 

stripe rust (Feng et al., 2014) [18]. 

Throughout evolution, conserved miRNA can regulate a 

target gene in a conserved pathway. These findings suggest 

that the functional divergence of conserved miRNA should be 

taken into consideration when they are selected as candidates 

for crop improvement. 

 

Non-conserved or species specific miRNAs 

Large number of plant miRNA is present in few closely 

related species or specific species. These lineage- specific 

miRNAs are called non-conserved miRNAs. Non conserved 

miRNAs are considered as transient products and energy 

wasters because they are processed inexplicitly, weakly 

expressed and lack of functional targets. Despite this, in some 

cases they expressed abundantly in specific tissues to have 

physiological role for special environmental adaptations. 

MiR824 was first reported as a non conserved miRNA 

originated by duplication of founder gene Agamous-like 16 

(AGL16). By lowering stringency in BLAST analysis, no 

miR824 orthologs could be identified in plant species 

(Rajagopalan et al., 2006) [36]. MiR824 and its target AGL16 

is highly conserved in brassicaceae, but identified in 

Arabidopsis thaliana. AGL16 expression is censorious for 

development of stomatal complex. Overexpressing miRNA 

resistant AGL16 significantly increases the density of higher 

order stomata but not wild type AGL16 in Arabidopsis 

(Kutter et al., 2007) [24]. 

Other than table 1, for various traits large numbers of 

miRNAs are functionally validated in rice. For example, 

miR319 target osPCF5, osPCF6, osPCF8 and TCP21 genes 

responsible for leaf morphogenesis, cold tolerance and 

immune response (Yang et al., 2013, Zhang et al., 2016) [55, 

58]. MiR398, miR528 and miR7695 are accountable for 

providing immune response by targeting SOD2, AO and 

osNramp6 genes respectively (Li et al., 2014, Wu et al., 2017, 

Campo et al., 2013) [27, 49, 4]. In response to abiotic stresses 

(drought and salt alkali) miR393, miR396 and miR1848 

responsible by targeting osAFB2, osGRF4/6/10 and 

osCYP51G3 genes respectively (Bian et al., 2012, Che et al., 

2015, Xia et al., 2015) [3, 5, 50]. 

 
Table 1: List of functionally validated miRNAs in different plants 

 

Sr. 

No 
miRNA Plant Target gene(s) classification Agronomic traits References 

1. miR156 

Rice 
OsSPL13, OsSPL14, 

OsSPL16, 
SPLTFs Grain size, yield, tillering, plant height Tang and Chu (2017) [41] 

Maize Tag1 SPLTFs Juvenile-to-adult phase transition Chuck et al., 2007 [9] 

Wheat TaTB1 and TaBa1 SPLTFs Tillering and spikelet development Liu et al., 2017 [31] 

Soyabean Gm SPL9d, WUSCHEL SPLTFs Axillary bud formation and branching Su et al., 2019 

Potato StSPL3, StSPL6/9/13, StLG1 Plant architecture, tuber yield Bhogale et al., 2014 [2] 

Tomato SlySBP gene SPLTF Vegetative and reproductive development Tang and Chu (2017) [41] 

2. miR157 
Cotton GhSPLs genes SPLTFs 

Floral organ growth, ovule production, 

auxin signal transduction 
Liu et al., 2017 [31] 

Tomato LeSPL-CNR SPLTF Fruit ripening Chen et al., 2015 [6] 

3. miR159 

Wheat TaGAMYB1, TaGAMYB2 MYBTFs Anther development, heat response Wang et al., 2012 [45] 

Rice OsGAMYB, OsGAMYBL1 MYBTFs 
Cell division, auxin, cytokinin and 

brassinosteroids biosynthesis 
Zhao et al., 2017 [59] 

Tomato SGN-U567133 
Uncharacterized 

protein 
Leaf and flower development Wu et al., 2017 [49] 
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4. miR160 

Rice ARF16, osARF18 ARFTF Immune response, growth and development Tang and Chu (2017) [41] 

Soyabean GmARF10/16/17 ARFTFs Nodule development Tang and Chu (2017) [41] 

Tomato S1ARF10A ARFTFs 
Lamina outgrowth, ovary patterning, floral 

organ abscission 

Damodharan et al., 2016 
[11] 

Wheat 
HSP70, TPR domain protein 

ARF8, ARF18 
ARFTF, ARFTFs 

Heat stress, stress responsive regulator 

pattern in flag leaf and head 
Goswami et al., 2015 [20] 

5. miR162 

Rice OsTRE1 Trehalase Drought tolerance Tian et al., 2015 [42] 

Rice OMTN1-OMTN6 NACTFs Drought tolerance Fang et al., 2014 [16] 

Maize ZmNAC1 NACTF Lateral root development Li et al., 2012 [26] 

Wheat TaNAC21/22 NACTF Immune response Tang and Chu (2017) [41] 

Tomato GOB NACTF Boundary specification Berger et al., 2009 

6. miR166 

Rice RDD1 DOFTF Nutrient ion uptake and accumulation Iwamoto et al., 2016 [22] 

Maize Rld1 

classIII 

homeodomain/leucine 

Zipper TF 

Leaf polarity Tang and Chu (2017) [41] 

Cotton Clp1 
Ca2+ dependent 

cysteine protease 
Immune response Zang et al., 2016 

7. miR167 

Rice ARF8 ARFTF Auxin response Tang and Chu (2017) [41] 

Soyabean GmARF8 ARFTF Nodule and lateral root development Wang et al., 2015 [46] 

Tomato SIARF6/8 ARFTFs Female sterility, floral development Liu et al., 2014 [30] 

8. miR168 

Rice AGO1 AGO1 Immune response Wu et al., 2015 [48] 

Tomato SIAGO1A,SIAGO1B AGO1 
Leaf epinasty, phase transition, fruit 

development 
Xiang et al., 2014 [51] 

9. miR172 

Rice SNB, OsIDS1, OsTOE1 AP2-like TFs 

Spikelet determinacy, floral organ 

development, flowering time, panicle 

branching 

Tang and Chu (2017) [41] 

Maize gl15, ids1 AP2-like TFs 
Juvenile-to-adult phase transition 

Sex determination, meristem cell fate 
Tang and Chu (2017) [41] 

Barley HvAP2 AP2-like TF Grain density, cleistogamous flowering 
Houston et al., 2013 [21], 

Nair et al., 2010 [33] 

Soyabean GmAP2–2 AP2-like TF Level of nodulation Yan et al., 2013 [54] 

Potato RAP1 AP2-like TF Flowering time, tuberization time Tang and Chu (2017) [41] 

 

MiRNA in hybrid crop breeding 

Increasing population, change in climatic conditions, water 

scarcity, increasing temperature and decrease in cultivation 

area called for crop improvement. The emergence of one 

desirable trait in new crop variety along with deterioration of 

other valuable characteristics is the major limitation of both 

conventional and modern crop improvement methods. So 

miRNA provides genetic flexibility for fine regulation of 

genes at the post transcriptional and inhibiting translation by 

cleavage of RNA. The F1 hybrid progeny perform better and 

stronger than either parental lineage. This effect is called 

Heterosis and widely exploited in plant breeding. Heterosis is 

an effectual phenomenon to improve crops. Mi-RNA have 

role in differential expression of various traits in both hybrid 

and pure line varieties. Recent studies revealed that, under 

abiotic stress (salt and drought) in M017× B73 maize hybrid 

led to 2.5 and 1.8-fold upregulation of miR156 and miR166 

respectively. And under abiotic stress miR171 and miR319 

were down regulated in Mo17 and B73× M017 in contrast to 

B73 and M017× B73, which might indicate parental lines 

(Kong et al 2010). Recent studies revealed that miRNA play 

vital role in development of flower bud and pollen 

development. In flower development of soyabean gma-

miR1566/GmSPL9 and gma-miR44136/GmPPR play 

important role in regulatory network (Ding et al., 2018). 

MiR156 and SPL are very much conserved miRNA and gene 

gene family in plants respectively. In arabidopsis, differential 

expression pattern was observed at various stages of flower 

development by different members of miR156 and SPL (Xing 

et al., 2010) [52]. 

 

Applications of miRNA 

1. Enhancement of plant immunity: Biotic stresses caused 

by viral, bacterial, fungal, insects and nematodes are the 

major restrictions to crop productivity. Viruses use 

multiple strategies to multiply and to spread through and 

between plants so they are especially difficult to control. 

Commercial varieties of potato highly resistant to three 

strains of PVY have been developed by expressing 

hpRNA derived from the 3’ terminal part of the coat 

protein gene of PVY (Missiou et al., 2004) [32]. In tomato, 

slmiR482f and slmiR5300 supresses NB-domain genes 

that impart resistance to Fusarium oxysporum. 

Glomerella leaf spot (GLS) of apple (Malus×domestica 

Borkh.), caused by Glomerella cingulata, is an emerging 

fungal epidemic threatening the apple industry. A novel 

miRNA, Md-miRln20 negatively regulates resistance to 

Glomeralla leaf spot by suppressing expression of NBS 

genes in apple (Zang et al., 2019) [58]. 

2. Alteration of Plant Architecture and Flowering Time: 
Carotenoid cleavage dioxygenase (CCD) genes play 

integral role in branch development. Transgenic kiwifruit 

plants containing RNAi construct for AcCCD8, resulted 

in reduce expression of AcCCD8 which correlated with 

delay leaf senescence and rise in branch development. 

Such type of betterment in plant architecture is 

anticipated to rise the number of flower and fruits 

(Ledger et al., 2010) [25]. 

3. Modification of Flower Color: The modification in 

flower colour to enhance the market value is done by 

genetic manipulation (RNAi) is more convenient than 
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conventional breeding. Anthocyanin and flavoinoid are 

two pigments responsible for flower colour. The 

solubility of anthrocyanins is enhanced by UDP glucose: 

flavonoid 3-o-glucosyltransferase (UFGT). In 

Phalaenopsis, suppressed PeUFGT3 transcriptional 

activity caused the faded flower colour instead of red in 

normal expression (Chen et al., 2011) [7].  

4. Development of Seedless Fruits: Absence of seeds in 

fruits increase their fruit market value as high yield can 

be obtained under unfavorable conditions. It is also a 

desirable agronomic trait which appreciated by 

consumers. In tomato plants, using RNA silencing the 

function of auxin response factor 7 (ARF 7) was 

suppressed to obtained seedless fruits. (De et al., 2009) 

[12]. 

5. Secondary Metabolites for Neutraceutical and 

Pharmaceutical Applications- Nutritional value can be 

enhanced by altering the accumulation of specific 

metabolites in fruits by RNA silencing. The down 

regulation of 9-cis-epoxy-carotenoid dioxygenase 

(NCED) enzyme of abscisic acid biosynthesis led to 

enhance the accumulation of upstream compounds like 

lycopene and β-carotene. In potato, by down regulating 

the expression of β-carotene hydroxylase (BCH) 

(converts β-carotene to Zeaxathin) to enhance the β-

carotene and lutene contents (Van et al., 2007) [43]. 

6. Applications in Developing High Value Industrial 

Products: Transgenic potatoes are used to produce 

human serum albumin but extraction and purification 

steps are the cost elements because of patatin 

contamination. Patatin is a family of glycoproteins 

depicting upto 40% of total soluble protein. Patatin 

amount was significantly decreased by nearly 99% at 

both the protein and mRNA levels in transgenic potato 

particularly targeting patatin gene using the hpRNA 

approach, enabling fast purification of other potato 

glycoprotein or transgenically produced glycoproteins 

with minimum contamination (Kim et al., 2008) [23]. 

7. Prolongation of Shelf-life: The post-harvest degradation 

and spoilage is one of the main causes of economic loss 

in horticultural plants. This loss can be overcome by 

increasing the shelf life of vegetables and fruits by 

delayed ripening process. In climacteric fruits like 

tomato, initiation of ripening is mainly controlled by 

ethylene that regulates a series of ripening-specific genes 

(Osorio et al., 2011) [35]. The down-regulation of 1-

aminocyclopropane-1- carboxylate oxidase (ACCO), a 

gene of ethylene biosynthesis pathway effectively 

decreased the rate of ethylene production in the ripening 

tomato fruits of transgenic plants by increasing shelf life 

of more than 120 days with same levels of titratable acid, 

total soluble sugar, total soluble solids and amino acids as 

the control plants (Xiong et al., 2005) [53]. 

8. Removal of Allergens and Toxic Compounds: Along 

with useful compounds plants are known to have many 

nutritionally undesirable compounds and toxins of 

several types, elimination of which from plants is usually 

a complicated and costly process. Numerous studies have 

proven RNA silencing as a powerful technology to make 

the plants toxin-free. RNA silencing of Carrot allergen 

Dau c 1 that belongs to pathogenesis-related 10 (PR 10) 

family of plant protein were down-regulating by RNA 

silencing. It resulted in transgenic carrot lines revealing 

greatly reduced specific allergenic reactivity in patients in 

skin prick tests (Eady et al., 2008) [15]. 

 

 
 

Fig 1: Number of mature miRNAs and their precursors in plants deposited in miRBase 22.1
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Conclusion 

The biological role of various miRNA-target modules from 

diverse crop species revealed the fundamental importance of 

miRNAs in the suppression of target gene expressions and 

also showed more complicated and diverse functions in the 

complex regulatory networks. The more knowledge of the 

function of miRNAs in these networks will not only increases 

our understanding of plant biological processes, but will also 

allow breeders to choose suitable targets for modulating 

agriculturally important traits. 
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